The fitness of a species determines its abundance and survival in an ecosystem. At the same time, species take up resources for growth, so their abundance affects the availability of resources in an ecosystem. We show here that such species-resource coupling can be used to assign a quantitative metric for fitness to each species. This fitness metric also allows for the modeling of drift in species composition, and hence ecosystem evolution through speciation and adaptation. Our results provide a foundation for an entirely computational exploration of evolutionary ecosystem dynamics on any length or time scale. For example, we can evolve ecosystem dynamics even by initiating dynamics out of a single primordial ancestor and show that there exists a well defined ecosystem-averaged fitness dynamics that is resilient against resource shocks.
An ecosystem is a set of species that reproduce and interact by competing for resources that support their growth. A single ecosystems can span a wide range of length and time scales [1] ; Darwin already eloquently referred to this in his "tangled bank" remark [2] . Ecosystems also emerge on any length scale: the competition between bacterial colonies in a Petri dish appears to have commonalities with the dynamics of competing multinationals in the global economy. The universal nature of the emergence, adaptation and extinction dynamics in such ecosystems suggests that ecosystem dynamics should be amenable to simple modeling with only few ingredients that are independent of specific physical mechanisms [1, 4] . It seems reasonable to assume that any set of entities that have found a thermodynamically allowed method of reproduction [3] is subjected to such ecosystem dynamics. What is the simplest quantitative description that displays all the salient features of evolution?
Here we provide a simple stochastic dynamical system from which all Darwinian features of evolution emerge. Evolutionary dynamics modeling has settled on describing population dynamics as a Malthusian exponential growth functionṅ(t) = n(t)f (n) with n the set of species' population sizes and the dot denotes a time derivative. Here f (n) is a growth rate determining function that depends on the population size and coupling constants that specify inter-species competition, preying efficiency [5, 6] . This general approach is tremendously successful even in capturing quantitative experimental observations of low dimensional systems [7] . However, describing the dynamics of larger ecosystems with many evolving species is challenging, as high dimensional systems quickly lose their numerical and analytical tractability, even without incorporating the additional complexity of the evolution of species. At the same time, f (n) can be considered as the fitness of a species that determines its relative abundance. We quantify fitness within the context of the ecosystem properties by considering that species require resources to grow: in modeling ecosystem dynamics, resource dynamics should be intricately coupled to population dynamics.
We provide this coupling by defining every species j with a strategy vector s j that couples the growth dynamicsṅ(t) = n(t)f (n) to a dynamic resource bath vector r(t) that represents the amount of available resources. Here, s j describes which fraction of each resource component r i is used by every species j at every time step. The (time-dependent) fitness is then naturally captured by the alignment s j ·r, and thus also time dependent growth rate of each species. We can thus writeṅ j = n j f (n, s j ·r) while introducing resource time dependence via a functionṙ = g(n, s). We will see that the perspective provided here yields a computational framework to capture all the qualitative phenomenology of evolution including species emergence, extinction and adaptation. Strategy vector -Central to the modeling is the concept of a strategy vector s j that every species j ∈ {1 . . . k} has in order to harvest resources. These resources are characterized by a time dependent vector r = {r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r l }. The concept of a resource component r i should be considered extremely general: it can refer to a specific molecule, chemical energy influx or even a certain amount of habitat. The strategy vector serves two purposes: (i) s j quantifies how much of each resource every individual would like to take out of the resource bath. We assume that resource consumption is proportional to s j and the population size of each species n j . The time dynamics of every resource component r i is then described by:
Here β is a timescale, and γ is a resource replenishment factor. (ii) s j quantifies fitness as it determines how well species j is adjusted to the current resource environment. If the preferred resource intake of the species s j is similar to the composition of the resource environment r, the growth rate should be maximal; in case s j and r are not aligned, the species should perform poorly. The simplest way of incorporating species-resource dependency is then to make the population growth factor proportional to the normalized alignment sj ·r r ≡ Θ j while we always set s j = 1. It is now natural to write for n j (t) that:
Writing explicitly that s j · r ≡ i=1...l s ij r i makes clear that s ij is the resource utilization coefficient of species j for resource i. α is again a time constant; δ sets the population decay rate. The coupled set of Eqns 1 & 2 reduce to a pseudo Lotka-Volterra (LV) model [5] in case of one species and one resource (k, l = 1): predator dynamics is then described by Eq. 1 and prey dynamics by Eqn. 2. In Eqns 1 & 2, the most utilized resources also get depleted with an increasing population size. The model thus naturally embeds a logistic growth limitation in its dynamics, but also inter-species competition for resources. Indeed, Eqns 1 & 2 are a simplified version of the MacArthur equations [8] [9] [10] and will be referred to as such from now on. We interpret the coupling matrix s ij however much more specifically: it is essential to see how s j here serves as the definition of species j. This generic quantitative definition allows us define species fitness, but also to implement species adaptation. We can use s j to specify how a species evolves with a simple Monte Carlo evolutionary model: we can spawn a new species k + 1 by taking any existing species definition s j and add a noise vector η. The noise vector represents a small shift or mutation amplitude in the species resource utilization composition. New species can be generated stochastically, for example by generating a new species from species j when a random number drawn from a normal distribution is larger than ν standard deviations. ν then becomes a mutation (inverse) rate. Note that we explicitly refrain from calling this "genetic drift" to avoid giving the impression that our model can only be applied to organisms with a genetic make-up. Indeed, by "phenotypically" defining our species solely in terms of s j , a natural link to genetic variation is lost. However, the MacArthur equations as here interpreted and amended with the implementation of evolution do show a remarkable ability to reproduce behavior that can be interpreted in any evolutionary context. To see this, we implement the MacArthur equations in MATLAB with a fourth order Runge-Kutta (RK) scheme; see Supplementary Material [14] for details. We can distinguish many different cases, depending on the (initial) number of species k and total number of resources l. The phenomenological richness of the coupling embedded in the our stochastic MacArthur equations can however already be observed for starting evolution with the most stringent starting condition of one species k = 1; we choose an l = 5 resource space. Note that capturing the emergence of new interacting species from a primordial reproducing entity is an explicit aim of the current modeling approach: evolving an ecosystem from a single species is for example not possible in the classical MacArthur, LV or replicator equation context. We show typical ecosystem evolution initiated from one species k = 1 starting at size n 1 = 1 in Fig. 1 ; all further settings can be found in SM [14] . Due to the stochastic nature of species emergence and extinction, every realization of ecosystem dynamics is different. However, several important qualitative features reproduce and are visible in any example: (i) The initial species size oscillates in time until a viable new species has emerged; in sync, the resource dynamics is also oscillatory for the the smallest component of s j ≡ min(s 1 ) as here the resource usage stays dynamically balanced with the resource influx.
(ii) the emergence of new species affects the timescale of periodic oscillations; also new species can make older species go extinct. (iii) later in the evolution, the population fluctuations shift in frequency and decay in amplitude and multiple resources become utilized. The interpretation of these trends is obvious: the randomly selected initial species favors the survival of one resource, for which s i is smallest. After this transient, the dynamics follow the l = 1,k = 1 system which is pseudo-LV in character and allows for periodic orbits of fixed frequency. In this phase, the possibility of the random emergence of new species is consequential; the emergence of new species that are η different from their parents will suppress the dominant role of the first species and thus limit its overuse of other resources, which makes the remaining resources emerge again as they are always continuously replenished at rate γ.
Speciation & Emerging fitness -Speciation is naturally embedded in the current implementation of the stochastic MacArthur equations. Starting from k = 1, every species can spawn a new species at any time step. This generates a "tree" of evolution; again the exam- The phylogenetic tree derived from the emergence of species in the evolution shown in Fig. 1 . The vertical scale is arbitrary; the horizontal scale depicts time. The species number is indicated in color consistent with labeling in Fig. 1 and on the right to provide the chronology of emerged species in the tree. The red dashed line shows the lineage of the species with which the tree started; it went exinct around t ∼ 2.6 × 10 4 steps.
ple ecosystem from Fig. 1a can be used as a reference point. In this evolving ecosystem, many new species emerged and went extinct. It is however not transparent from Fig. 1a ,c from which existing species the new species emerged. To visualize this, we present the phylogenetic tree of this ecosystem in Fig. 2 . The binary tree shows several long and short branches representing the successful and unsuccessful species in the ecosystem. Even though the time dependent dynamics of r(t) and the ecosystem make-up n(t) is intrinsically stochastic and can be very complex depending on ν, η and l, we see immediately that the model naturally embeds a fitness that grows with time. The alignment between resource utilization and availability is a natural representative of fitness: Θ j increases with time for successive generations j. We can show this already in the example ecosystem introduced in Fig. 1a,b . Only the new species for which αs 1 · r > δ will survive the initial dynamics, but the example above shows that many newly spawned species satisfy this condition. We take the example ecosystem from Fig. 1a and compute the alignment Θ j first for all species that were active in the ecosystem -see Fig. 3a .
We scale out the effect of arbitrary starting conditions by showing Θ j / min(s j ) − 1. Clearly the fitness of the individual species is increasing with time, even though large fluctuations are visible. It seems natural to see fitness growth originating in the fittest species having the largest growth rates, yet this picture is naive: a large population size also removes more resources, leading to an overall worse alignment s j · r.
We also demonstrate that the trend of growing fitness is a natural consequence of the stochastic MacArthur equations. We analyze aggregate dynamics of many ecosystem repetitions in which we only vary the initial s j and, due to the random emergence of new species that evolve with noise vector η, the composition of new species. We define the mean ecosystem fitness Θ = n j Θ j /N (t) with N = n j , weighing the contribution of each living species with its contemporary population size. This mean ecosystem fitness still has an arbitrary initial amplitude Θ(t = 0) set by the initial species composition, which we again scale out while taking the average over 100 realizations of each ecosystem. We run all ecosystems starting from one species, with α, = 0.005, β = 0.01, δ = 0.1, ν = 3.9; for robustness we now test γ i = 1 − (i − 1)/l, η = 0.005, 0.05 and l = 5, 15, 50, 150. The resulting Θ/Θ 1 (t = 0) are shown in Fig. 3b . Remarkably, the aggregate dynamics shows a characteristic time evolution for all combinations of parameters. Several features stand out: (i) Initial fitness rapidly decays due to total depletion of all but one resource; Θ reaches a first minimum where total ecosystem disappearance (n j < 0.1∀j) occurs in about 10% of all runs due to the vanishing of resources. (ii) After that first minimum a maximum is reached due to the emergence of new species who rapidly restructure the composition of r. (iii) The second stage of evolution displays another broader minimum: initially the emergence of more new species put pressure on r yet eventually the enhanced diversity in s allows for the re-emergence of all resources (as in Fig. 1b) and an overall ability to yet again improve fitness. By varying the model ingredients, we can interpret the role of noise and dimensionality: the ecosystem fitness dynamics is not affected by the level of noise η apart from a shift in the inflection point where fitness growth eventually becomes significant. This suggests that any magnitude in species composition drift overall leads eventually to the emergence of a growing fitness in the ecosystem, hence that discrete evolutionary steps are not required for evolution. The caveat is that with a small evolutionary drift, an ecosystem might be wiped out before it reaches the stage of fitness growth. The dimensionality of the resource space l affects average ecosystem dynamics only by modifying time scales and fitness amplitudes: for smaller l, overall fitness drops to lower values and regains overall fitness at a lower pace, suggesting that the expansion of species' abilities or habitats provides a positive feedback mechanism for ecosystem expansion, naturally accelerating evolution.
Adaptation -The resource alignment interpretation of the stochastic MacArthur equations make their many generalizations physically meaningful and provide clear links to real world ecosystems. Empirically the most promising variation is to provide a time varying resource influx by introducing γ i (t), sometimes also called a "pulse" experiment [11] . We implement an example where we change γ i = 1 − (i − 1)/l for t < t c and γ i = i/l for t ≥ t c , which keeps the γ constant at all times. We choose t c = 2 × 10 4 , 3 × 10 4 , 4 × 10 4 This abrupt change in resource influx induces adaptation by the ecosystem. Solving the MacArthur equations with this time dependent resource influx over 100 realizations at previously defined α, β, δ, ν and with η = 0.01, l = 5, we observe that ecosystems are able to recover from such a resource shock; example time dynamics is shown in Fig. 4a . The fitness goes up after the resource shock, as the Malthusian pressure on resource availability and resulting fitness decrease is temporarily halted. After a resource shock, ecosystem dynamics converges back to the general fitness dynamics as determined by the system parameters. The mean number of living species k in the ecosystems exposed to a resource shock is not affected -see Fig. 4b . The mean number of living species keeps growing with time without showing any signatures at the resource shock moments. The dynamics of available resources and population size are however affected, providing clear empirical benchmarks.
The stochastic MacArthur equations allow for many further generalizations, as partly noted before [8] [9] [10] . It is obvious that α, β, γ and δ can be made time dependent and non-uniform among species. Predator dynamics can be introduced by adding another predator coupling matrix term i m ij n i , which can have both positive and negative elements, when species j is a predator or prey respectively. The addition of predator matrix coupling then allows for some species to take up natural resources while others in the ecosystem only prey on existing species, to model for example marine ecosystems with plankton at the base. In Eq. 1 we have only considered that species consume resources; they may also provide resources. The required sign change of components of s j would allow for the emergence of mutualism. Oxygenic photosynthesis [12] is one example; on a different scale also gut microbes provide natural resources for each other [13] . The criteria for the generation of new species can be significantly generalized, for example by creating more new species when n j becomes larger, or by making the noise amplitude dependent on the species size: η(n j ): in an evolutionary bottleneck or in large populations, the composition drift may be faster or slower. Note that replicator or LV-models can also be generalized to spawn new species in the way described here, and the species composition in the LV model is in some sense "defined" by the coupling matrix m ij , to which stochastic components can be added. The current model however offers the essential benefit that it can initiate evolution from a single reproducing entity coupled to a resource bath, making it more physically realistic and more general than the LV model.
Conclusions -
We presented a quantitative model for evolution that reproduces the phenomenology of species emergence, speciation, extinction and adaptation. The model hinges on quantifying fitness by defining a species through its resource uptake -the species is the resource strategy. The quantitative nature of the model provides us with a new path to explore basic questions about evolution. For example: evolution must occur in small steps, yet species emerge often in radically different phenotype. Does the current model retain the same dynamics in the limit of η → 0? If so, the evolutionary noise may simply set an additional time scale for evolutionary dynamics. How does the phylogenetic tree structure depend on the noise amplitude and species creation threshold? The dimensionality of the resource space is also a crucial element that requires deeper study: in the limit of large l, the curious geometry of high dimensional vector spaces dictates that the distance between two species as measured by their angle will always be finite, suggesting that the emergence of new species becomes a natural outcome of the quantitative structure of evolution.
